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Welcome & Overview | Day 1
Mark McClellan

Duke-Robert J. Margolis, MD, Center for Health Policy

#TrialReplication
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Meeting Agenda

Day One

• Session 1: Principles for Using 
Rigorous Observational Study 
Designs to Replicate the Results of 
Clinical Trials 

• Session 2: Session 2: Presentations 
from Trial Replication Projects

• Session 3: Reactions to Replication 
Results

Day Two

• Session 4: Key Themes Emerging 
from Replication Efforts

• Session 5: Observational Studies: 
Opportunities, Limitations, and 
Next Steps 

#TrialReplication
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Virtual Meeting Reminders

• Visit the Duke-Margolis website (https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/events) 

for meeting materials, including the agenda, speaker biographies, and 

discussion topics.

• Questions for our panelists? Feel free to submit questions via Zoom’s 

Q&A function.

• Join the conversation @Duke-Margolis #TrialReplication

#TrialReplication

https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/events
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Opening Remarks from FDA
Jacqueline Corrigan-Curay

U.S. Food and Drug Administration

#TrialReplication
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Thank you to the planning committee!

• Josie Briggs, PCORI

• Bill Crown, Brandeis University

• Jessica Franklin, formerly with Brigham and Women’s Hospital/Harvard 

University

• Frank Harrell, Vanderbilt University

• Adrian Hernandez, Duke University

• Joseph Ross, Yale University

• Sebastian Schneeweiss, Brigham and Women’s Hospital/Harvard University

• Nilay Shah, Mayo Clinic
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Session 1: Principles for Using Rigorous 

Observational Study Designs to Replicate 

the Results of  Clinical Trials 
Moderator: Mark McClellan, Duke-Robert J. Margolis, MD, Center for 

Health Policy

#TrialReplication
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Miguel Hernán
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health
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Causal inference from observational data
Emulating a target trial

Miguel Hernán

DEPARTMENTS OF EPIDEMIOLOGY

AND BIOSTATISTICS



How do we learn what works and what harms?
(How do we estimate causal effects?)

 The standard scientific answer:

◼ Conduct a randomized experiment

 A relevant randomized trial would, in principle, 
answer each causal question about comparative 
effectiveness and safety
 Interference/scaling up issues aside

Hernán - Target trial 10



But we rarely have randomized trials

expensive    unethical    impractical   untimely 

 And deferring decisions is not an option

◼ no decision is a decision: “Keep status quo”

 What do we do?

◼ We analyze observational data

Hernán - Target trial 11



We analyze observational data

because we cannot conduct a randomized trial

Observational analyses are not our preferred choice

◼ For each observational analysis for causal inference, we 
can imagine a hypothetical randomized trial that we 
would prefer to conduct

 If only it were possible

Hernán - Target trial 12



The Target Trial

 The (hypothetical) randomized trial that we would 
like to conduct to answer a causal question

◼ To learn what works and what harms

 A causal analysis of observational data can be 
viewed as an attempt to emulate some target trial

◼ If we cannot translate our causal question into a target 
trial, then the question is not well-defined

Hernán - Target trial 13



The Target Trial

 Suggested more or less explicitly by many authors
◼ Dorn (1953), Cochran, Rubin, Feinstein, Dawid… 

◼ for simple settings with a time-fixed treatment and a 
single eligibility point

 Explicit generalization to time-varying treatments 
and multiple eligibility points
◼ Robins (1986)

◼ Hernán, Robins. Am J Epidemiol 2016

Hernán - Target trial 14



The Target Trial concept leads to 
a simple algorithm for causal inference

1. Ask a causal question (point at the Target)

◼ Specify the protocol of the Target Trial

2. Answer the causal question (shoot the Target)

◼ Option A

 Conduct the Target Trial

◼ Option B 

 Use observational data to explicitly emulate the Target Trial

 Apply appropriate causal inference analytics

Hernán - Target trial 15



Step 1 

Specify Target Trial protocol

 Eligibility criteria

 Treatment strategies

 Randomized assignment

 Start/End follow-up

 Outcomes

 Causal contrast

 Analysis plan

Step 2 

Emulate Target Trial protocol

 Eligibility criteria

 Treatment strategies

 Randomized assignment

 Start/End follow-up

 Outcomes

 Causal contrast

 Analysis plan

Hernán - Target trial 16



Not explicitly describing our causal goal 
is like shooting without a target

Hernán - Target trial 17

Am J Public Health. 2018;108: 616–619



Ok, so why is this a big deal?

 Why do we need to explicitly emulate a target trial 
for causal inference from observational data?

 Because not doing so leads to bias

◼ Deviations from the target trial are sources of bias in 
observational analysis

 Let’s review 3 examples

Hernán - Target trial 18



Important
Target trial must be a pragmatic trial

 Observational data cannot be used to emulate 

◼ a placebo-controlled trial

 at most a trial with a “usual care” group

◼ a trial with blind design

 individuals are generally aware of the treatment they receive

◼ treatment strategies that do not exist in the real world

◼ enforcement of adherence to the protocol

◼ tight monitoring that doesn’t happen in the real world

Hernán - Target trial 19



EXAMPLE #1 (a classic)
Postmenopausal hormone therapy and heart disease

 Observational epidemiologic studies

◼ >30% lower risk in current users vs. never users

 e.g., hazard ratio: 0.68 in Nurses’ Health Study 

◼ Grodstein et al. J Women’s Health 2006

 Randomized trial

◼ >20% higher risk in initiators vs. noninitiators

 hazard ratio: 1.24 in Women’s Health Initiative

◼ Manson et al. New England J Med 2003

Hernán - Target trial 20



EXAMPLE #1
What was the problem?

 The randomized trial compared 
◼ initiators (incident users) vs. noninitiators

 Observational studies compared
◼ Current (prevalent) users vs. nonusers

◼ Current users were depleted of susceptibles so current use 
became a marker of not being susceptible

 Solution: observational re-analysis that compared
◼ initiators (incident users) vs. noninitiators

◼ Hernán et al. Epidemiology 2008

Hernán - Target trial 21



EXAMPLE #2
Statins and cancer

 Observational studies reported an association 
between statins and lower cancer risk
◼ some studies found an implausible 50-65% lower risk

 Subsequent analyses of randomized trials: No 
effect 

 Confounding bias due to lack of randomization?
◼ Unlikely because cancer was not an intended effect of 

treatment

Hernán - Target trial 22



EXAMPLE #2
Statins and cancer

 We explicitly emulated a target trial of statins and 
cancer using electronic health records

◼ Linked CPRD primary care electronic health records 
accessed through the CALIBER resource

◼ Dickerman et al. Nature Medicine 2019

 First, we specified the protocol of the target trial

Hernán - Target trial 23
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Summary of Protocol of Target trial

Statins and cancer

Eligibility criteria Individuals aged ≥30 in January 1998-February 2016 with no history of 
cancer; no statin use in previous year; no statin contraindication (hepatic 
impairment, myopathy) LDL cholesterol <5 mml/L; at least 1 year of up-to-
standard data in a CPRD practice. 

Treatment strategies 1. Initiation of any statin therapy at baseline and continuation over follow-up 

until the development of a contraindication

2. No initiation of statin therapy over follow-up until the development of an 

indication

Assignment 

procedures

Participants are randomly assigned to either strategy at baseline, and are 

aware of the strategy they have been assigned to. 

Follow-up period Starts at randomization and ends at diagnosis of cancer, death, loss to follow-

up, or February 2016, whichever occurs earlier.

Outcome Total cancer and 7 site-specific cancers

Causal contrasts Intention-to-treat effect, per-protocol effect

Analysis plan Intention-to-treat analysis, non-naïve per-protocol analysis



CALIBER emulation: 
Hazard ratio estimates for statin vs. no statin

 Total cancer: 1.02 (0.99, 1.05)

 Breast cancer: 1.00 (0.92, 1.09)

 Colorectal: 1.04 (0.95, 1.13)

 Lung: 1.08 (0.99, 1.17)

 Prostate: 1.02 (0.95, 1.09)

 …
 these are intention-to-treat HRs, per-protocol HRs are similar

Hernán - Target trial 25



CALIBER emulation: 
Survival estimates for statin vs. no statin

Hernán - Target trial 26

No beneficial effect of 
statins? 
What about previous 
observational studies?



Previous study: 
Odds ratio of lung cancer: 0.23 (0.20, 0.26) 

for long-term users (>4 years) vs nonusers

 Two key deviations from the target trial:.

1. included prevalent users at baseline

2. using postbaseline information (observed duration of 
statin therapy) to assign baseline treatment status)

 When we did this in our data, the hazard ratio was: 

◼ 0.23 (0.22, 0.24) for total cancer

◼ 0.27 (0.25, 0.29) for lung cancer

Hernán - Target trial 27



Aside: Case-control studies 
also benefit from emulating a target trial

 To emulate a target trial with case-control data

1. specify the protocol of the target trial 

2. define the cohort study that explicitly emulates it

3. sample cases and controls from that cohort

 Case-control analyses that deviated from this 
approach found strong inverse associations 
between statins and cancer

◼ For details, see Dickerman et al. Int J Epidemiol 2020

Hernán - Target trial 28



In these examples, the problem with the 
observational studies was not confounding

(similarly in many other examples)

 Yet criticisms of observational analyses often focus 
on lack of randomization
◼ even if the problem has nothing to do with lack of 

randomization

 Many observational analyses have a more 
fundamental problem
◼ Failure to choose a correct time zero

Hernán - Target trial 29



Time zero of follow-up in the Target Trial

 For each person, the time when 3 things happen

◼ eligibility criteria are met

◼ treatment strategies are assigned

◼ study outcomes begin to be counted

 The same applies to observational analyses

 Misalignment of eligibility criteria and treatment 
assignment leads to selection bias / immortal time bias

◼ Hernán et al. J Clin Epidemiol 2016; 79:70-75.

Hernán - Target trial 30



Misalignment of eligibility (E) and treatment 
assignment (A) prevents correct emulation 

Hernán - Target trial 31

Hernán et al. 
J Clin Epidemiol 
2016; 79:70-75



2 key components of 
the emulation of the target trial

1. Randomized assignment
◼ Emulation requires adjustment for confounding

2. Specification of time zero
◼ Time zero must be synchronized with determination of 

eligibility and assignment of treatment strategies

 Lack of randomization is usually blamed for the 
failings of observational analyses, but…
◼ we have seen that incorrect specification of time zero is 

often the actual culprit

Hernán - Target trial 32



Step 1 

Specify Target Trial protocol

 Eligibility criteria

 Treatment strategies

 Randomized assignment

 Start/End follow-up

 Outcomes

 Causal contrast

 Analysis plan

Step 2 

Emulate Target Trial protocol

 Eligibility criteria

 Treatment strategies

 Randomized assignment

 Start/End follow-up

 Outcomes

 Causal contrast

 Analysis plan

Hernán - Target trial 33

Choosing time zero correctly:
The low-hanging fruit for 
causal inference



So does that mean that lack of 
randomization is Ok?

 No

 Confounding due to lack of randomization always 
possible when using observational real world data

 Explicitly emulating the target trial only eliminates 
self-inflicted injuries

◼ Selection bias, immortal time bias…

◼ Confounding is not a self-inflicted injury

Hernán - Target trial 34



Failures in the emulation 
of randomized assignment

 Treatments that are proxies for prognostic factors that 
remain unmeasured
◼ Example: Preventive interventions (e.g., screening 

colonoscopy) and mortality
 Garcia-Albeniz et al. Am J Epidemiol 2019

◼ Unmeasured confounding: biased effect estimate

 Treatments that are universally administered to 
individuals with certain prognostic factors
◼ Example: antihypertensives vs no antihypertensives

 Danaei et al. J Clin Epidemiol 2018

◼ Intractable confounding: biased effect estimate

Hernán - Target trial 35



Observational data to emulate target trials 
similar to actual trials? 

 Not very useful in itself
◼ if we already know the answer from actual trials, why spend 

time trying to replicate them?

 But attempting to replicate trials helps us understand 
under which circumstances target trial emulation is 
possible
◼ e.g., can’t use claims data for preventive interventions that 

reduce mortality

 and to design better trials

Hernán - Target trial 36



EXAMPLE #3
Tocilizumab for COVID-19 

 Tocilizumab

◼ humanized monoclonal antibody against interleukin 6 
(IL-6) receptor

 Early observation from China

◼ Increased death risk in COVID-19 patients with elevated 
IL-6 levels

 Spring 2020: No randomized trials

◼ Off-label use common in many hospitals for COVID-19 
patients with evidence of hyperinflammation

Hernán - Target trial 37



Emulation of target trial of tocilizumab
STOP-COVID Observational Study

 3924 individuals with COVID-19 admitted to ICU

◼ 68 U.S. hospitals

◼ Gupta et al. JAMA Internal Medicine 2020

Hernán - Target trial 38



Emulation of target trial of tocilizumab
Findings

 30-day mortality

◼ 27.5% in the tocilizumab group

◼ 37.1% in the non-tocilizumab group

◼ Risk difference: 9.6% (95% CI 3.1%-16.0%)

 Hazard ratio: 0.71 (95% CI 0.56-0.92)

◼ If admitted to the ICU within 3 days of symptom onset: 
0.41 (95% CI: 0.23-0.74) 

◼ If admitted to the ICU after 3 days of symptom onset:  
0.85 (95% CI: 0.65-1.11)

Hernán - Target trial 39



This observational study emulated a target 
trial that didn’t exist yet

 It wasn’t taken seriously by many journal editors
◼ First submitted to a journal in May

◼ A round of rejections
 Journal 1: “I am sorry to say it was not accepted for publication. 

This was an editorial decision […] the decision was to wait for actual 
trials.”

 Journal 2: “there was concern that there was a high risk of residual 
confounding. None of the randomized clinical trials that are 
beginning to report out have found such an effect. You did an 
excellent job analyzing the observational data, but in the end, there 
was a credibility problem.”

◼ Published in October

Hernán - Target trial 40



This observational study emulated a target 
trial that didn’t exist yet

 It wasn’t taken seriously by many guidelines writers

◼ recommended against use during much of the pandemic

 National Institutes of Health

◼ COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines Panel’s Statement on 
the Use of Tocilizumab for the Treatment of COVID-19

◼ “Brief Summary of Evidence” didn’t even mention the 
observational studies (as of February 3, 2021)

 https://www.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/statement-
on-tocilizumab/

Hernán - Target trial 41
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Randomized trials published in 2021 confirmed 
the findings from the target trial emulation

 Surprising? 

◼ Not at all

 Tocilizumab was a poster child for when target trial 
emulation can work

◼ Large causal effect

◼ Data with rich information on confounders

◼ Residual confounding in a “conservative” direction

◼ (+ sound design of data analysis and time zero handling)

Hernán - Target trial 42



Yet observational analyses were ignored

 By journal editors, guideline writers, regulators

 Without considering the studies on its own merits
◼ just because they were observational

 During a public health emergency
◼ with an alarming scarcity of effective treatments

 That’s how biased we are against observational studies
◼ The legacy of so many bad observational analyses that didn’t 

even try to emulate a target trial

Hernán - Target trial 43



The Target Trial concept leads to a simple 
two-step algorithm for causal inference

1. Ask a causal question (point at the Target)

◼ Specify the protocol of the Target Trial

2. Answer the causal question (shoot the Target)

◼ Option A

 Conduct the Target Trial

◼ Option B 

 Use observational data to explicitly emulate the Target Trial

 Apply appropriate causal inference analytics

Hernán - Target trial 44



Every time someone presents observational 
estimates to estimate causal effects, ask

“What is the target trial?”

◼ If they look puzzled, help them specify the target trial

◼ If no target trial can be identified, ask them to start over

 Only after we know the question, we can evaluate 
the methods used to obtain the answer

Hernán - Target trial 45
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Adrian Hernandez
Duke University

#TrialReplication
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Nandita Mitra
University of Pennsylvania

#TrialReplication
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Jennifer Graff
National Pharmaceutical Council

#TrialReplication
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Gerald Dal Pan
U.S. Food and Drug Administration

#TrialReplication
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Break — 20 Minutes
We will be back momentarily.

Session 2 will begin at 2:45 pm (U.S. Eastern).

#TrialReplication

Duke-Margolis is hiring!

Are you interested in real-world evidence, payment for medical products, or 
antimicrobial resistance? 

We have multiple openings. Please visit https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/careers
to learn more about opportunities.

https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/careers
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Session 2: Presentations from Trial 

Replication Projects

#TrialReplication

Moderator: Mark McClellan, Duke-Robert J. Margolis, MD, Center for 

Health Policy
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Sebastian Schneeweiss
Harvard Medical School

#TrialReplication
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Slides from Sebastian Schneeweiss coming soon.

#TrialReplication
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William Crown
Brandeis University
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Trial Emulation 
Studies and 
OPERAND

William H. Crown, PhD

Distinguished Research Professor

Brandeis University
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OPERAND

• Study Objective: 

• better understand sources of variability in treatment effect estimates from 

observational health care data through comparisons with RCTs 

• examine heterogeneity in treatment effect estimates as the 

inclusion/exclusion criteria of the RCTs are relaxed to reflect the real world 

patient population



OPERAND Overview

Teams and 

Approach

Two research teams independently attempt to emulate the 

same two trials:

1. ROCKET AF

2. LEAD-2 Diabetes

Data OptumLabs® Data Warehouse. (1) claims data alone and (2) 

claims plus EMR. Initial analyses restricted to 

inclusion/exclusion criteria of the trials.  Followed by 

relaxation of inclusion/exclusion criteria but within 

approved indication

Approach 1. Each team used study design documentation provided in 

the original pivotal publications of the trial results. 2. 

Given a prescribed set of methods. 3. Allowed to use 

methods of their own choosing

Decision-making of 

researchers

Each team documented analytic decisions in research 

design





The Trials

• The ROCKET Atrial Fibrillation Trial was a double-blind study that randomly assigned 14,264 patients with nonvalvular atrial 
fibrillation to either rivaroxaban (daily dose of 20 mg) or dose-adjusted warfarin. The trial was intended to evaluate whether 
rivaroxaban was noninferior to warfarin for the primary endpoint of stroke or systemic embolism.

• Patel MR, Mahaffey KW, Garg J, Pan G, Singer DE, Hacke W, Breithardt G, Halperin JL, Hankey GJ, Piccini JP, Becker RC, Nessel CC, Paolini JF, 
Berkowitz SD, Fox KA, Califf RM; ROCKET AF Investigators Rivaroxaban versus warfarin in nonvalvular atrial fibrillation. New England Journal of 
Medicine 2011 Sep 8;365(10):883-91. https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1009638

• The LEAD-2 diabetes trial was a double-blind, double-dummy, placebo- and active-controlled, parallel-group trial where 1,091 
participants with type 2 diabetes were randomly assigned to once-daily liraglutide, placebo, or glimepiride. All treatments were in 
combination with metformin. Efficacy (as measured by HbA1c levels) and safety of adding liraglutide to metformin was assessed.

• Nauck M, Frid A, Hermansen K, Shah N, Tankova T, Mitha I, Sdravkovic M, During M, Matthews D, LEAD-2 Study Group. Efficacy and Safety 
Comparison of Liraglutide, Glimepiride, and Placebo, All in Combination with Metformin, in Type 2 Diabetes. Diabetes Care, 32(1):84-90, 2009. 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2606836

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1009638


Emulation Agreement Measures

• Regulatory Agreement—statistically significant result with directional 

equivalence between RCT and observational estimate

• Statistical Agreement—defined as the point estimate from the 

observational study falling within the 95% confidence interval of the 

ATE of the RCT using the reported standard errors of the RCT to 

define the confidence interval



Transparency

• Both teams registered their study protocols on the EU-PAS registry 

before they were given access to any data.

• http://www.encepp.eu/encepp_studies/indexRegister.shtml



Cohort Identification and Sample 
Characteristics

• Similar for ROCKET AF. One group was slightly more restrictive than the 

other

• Substantial differences for LEAD2.  Due mainly to differences in how the 

research teams addressed availability of follow-up HbA1c.

• Interpretation of the exercise: Target Trial versus Actual Trial

• Similarity of observational samples and differences with respective trials



High Level Treatment Effect Estimate 
Results

• Both teams generated treatment effect estimates similar to the respective 

trials (using both regulatory and statistical comparison methods)

• Little variation in estimates by statistical methods

• Little variation when inclusion/exclusion criteria were loosened

• These results are not necessarily generalizable to other disease states or 

clinical interventions



ROCKET AF Preliminary Trial Results

Crown W. RCT Replication with Observational Data.  FDA/Duke Margolis 

Annual RWE Summit. National Press Club, Washington, DC, October 2, 2019



What Have We Learned From Clinical 
Trials Emulation Efforts?

• In emulation efforts, the target trial is strongly guided by the actual trial but may differ in important ways to 
deal with significant data shortcomings or other issues.

• We have a growing body of literature on emulation efforts that have shown that it is often possible to 
estimate similar treatment effects with observational data—at least in certain disease areas

• Studies have also shown that despite mimicking the inclusion/exclusion criteria of trials that the distribution 
of patient characteristics in the observational data may differ from those of the RCT.

• Additional multivariate analysis using the balanced cohorts may help with residual confounding.

• As data and statistical methods continue to improve the reliability of causal inferences drawn from 
observational data should continue to improve.
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Nilay Shah
Mayo Clinic

#TrialReplication



Assessing the Value of Real-World Data for 

Emulating Clinical Trials

Nilay Shah

Yale University-Mayo Clinic CERSI

February 16th, 2021



Disclosures 

FDA U01FD005938

NHLBI R21HL140205

Team:

Joshua Wallach Rozalina McCoy Timothy Lyon

Yihong Deng Sanket Dhruva Jeph Herrin

Alyssa Berkowitz Eric Polley William Crown

Peter Noseworthy Xiaoxi Yao Joseph Ross

FDA Real World Evidence Team 
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Overview  

1. Data Sources 

2. Population representativeness

3. Real world practice vs. clinical trial design

4. Approaches to address selection 

5. Trials discussed:  PRONOUNCE, GRADE, CABANA

Key consideration:  emulate trials to predict population and 
results prior to publication of results

Aim 2: Using the cohorts generated in Aim 1, predict the results of ongoing clinical trials of 
FDA regulated medical products
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Overview of the PRONOUNCE Trial

Randomly allocated 900 participants with advanced prostate cancer 
and cardiovascular disease to one of two drugs: 

– Degarelix

– Leuprolide

Primary outcome: Time from randomization to first confirmed 
occurrence of the composite Major Adverse Event endpoint 

– i.e., death due to any cause, myocardial infarction (fatal, non-fatal), or 
stroke (fatal, non-fatal) [Time frame: up to 336 days]

The trial is currently active (“not recruiting”), and the results are not 
available on ClinicalTrials.gov
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PRONOUNCE Replication Cohort by drug

• Cohort generated not requiring a prostate biopsy

– 7,928 patients were eligible for PRONOUNCE after applying the 

inclusion and exclusion criteria, removing potential crossover

• Degarelix, n = 1,250

• Leuprolide, n = 6,678
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Updated analyses

• We identified cross-over within 336 days of follow-up:

– Leuprolide arm: 19/6678 patients had a degarelix fill

– Degarelix arm: 810/1250 patients had a leuprolide fill [This makes 

clinical sense, due to the longer dosing interval for leuprolide]

• Three analyses

– Primary: Intention to treat 

– Secondary: Censoring patients when they switch; dropping any 

patients that crossed over between drugs
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Statistical Analysis

• Propensity score matching to balance the difference in baseline characteristics between 
patients who received degarelix versus those who received leuprolide

– One-to-one nearest neighborhood caliper matching 

– Caliper equal to 0.2 of the standard deviation of the logit of the propensity score

• Standardized differences used to assess the balance of covariates after matching and a 
standardized difference within 0.1 was considered acceptable

– Covariates with standardized differences above 0.1 were adjusted for in the regression 
models. 

• Cox proportional hazards regression was used to compare patients receiving degarelix
versus those who received leuprolide for the primary and secondary outcomes in the 
propensity matched cohort, with robust sandwich estimates to account for the clustering 
within matched sets. 
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PRONOUNCE – Outcomes

75

Methods and 
Outcomes

No. Events Person-
years

Rate per 
100 
person-
years

No. 
Events

Person-
years

Rate per 100 
person-years

Hazard Ratio (95% 
CI)

p-value

1. ITT Degarelix (N=1248) Leuprolide  (N=1248)

MACE 97 960.85 10.10 84 965.15 8.70 1.16 (0.87, 1.56) 0.31
Death 73 972.07 7.51 46 981.96 4.68 1.61 (1.11, 2.33) 0.01
Stroke 15 966.77 1.55 21 975.51 2.15 0.72 (0.37, 1.40) 0.34

MI 20 965.83 2.07 24 971.60 2.47 0.84 (0.47, 1.52) 0.57
2. Censor switch Degarelix (N=1248) Leuprolide  (N=1248)
MACE 55 476.13 11.55 84 964.90 8.71 1.54 (1.10, 2.17) 0.01
Death 38 481.37 7.89 46 981.72 4.69 2.11 (1.37, 3.24) 0.001
Stroke 9 478.72 1.88 21 975.27 2.15 0.98 (0.46, 2.08) 0.96
MI 13 478.79 2.72 24 971.35 2.47 1.14 (0.58, 2.24) 0.71
3. Dropped 
crossover

Degarelix (N=440) Leuprolide  (N=440)

MACE 50 316.09 15.82 25 346.92 7.21 2.33 (1.41, 3.83) 0.001
Death 38 320.59 11.85 14 351.69 3.98 3.19 (1.71, 5.97) 0.00
Stroke 8 318.05 2.52 7 348.53 2.01 1.36 (0.48, 3.82) 0.56
MI 9 318.64 2.82 5 3.50 1.43 1.98 (0.63, 6.22) 0.24



Overview of the GRADE Trial
(Glycemia Reduction Approaches in Diabetes: A Comparative Effectiveness Study)

• 36-center pragmatic, unmasked, parallel treatment group RCT

• Randomly allocated 5,047 adults with type 2 diabetes, duration 
<10 years, treated with metformin and HbA1c 6.8-8.5%  to one of 4 
drugs:

– Glimepiride (sulfonylurea)

– Sitagliptin (DPP-4 inhibitor)

– Liraglutide (GLP-1 receptor agonist)

– Glargine (basal analog insulin)

• Currently Active (not recruiting) and the results are not available

– Conceived in 2008 → recruitment 7/2013 - 9/2017 → anticipated 
complete follow-up and data collection by 7/2021
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https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01794143

Diabetes Care. 2013 Aug;36(8):2254-61

Diabetes Care. 2019 Nov;42(11):2098-2107

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01794143


Primary Outcome

• Time to primary metabolic failure of the assigned 

treatment

– Time to an initial HbA1c ≥7.0%, subsequently confirmed at the 

next visit (at 3 months if HbA1c is 7-8.9%, or 3-6 weeks if 

HbA1c is ≥9.0%), while being treated at maximum tolerable 

doses of metformin and the assigned treatment.

• Time Frame: Quarterly for 4 to 7 years
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https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01794143

Diabetes Care. 2013 Aug;36(8):2254-61

Diabetes Care. 2019 Nov;42(11):2098-2107

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01794143


Potential Outcomes

Primary Outcome

• Time to primary metabolic failure of the assigned 

treatment, defined by the time to HbA1c ≥7.0%. 

• Anticipated deviation from GRADE:

– We will not require a confirmatory HbA1c due to limited 

availability of laboratory results data within OLDW and variation 

in real-world HbA1c testing parameters.

– Anticipate random and non-random variation in timing of 

available HbA1c results
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Glargine

(N=251)

Glimepiride

(N=4329)

Liraglutide

(N=696)

Sitagliptin

(N=3007)

Total

(N=8283)
Largest SMD

Age 0.40

Mean (SD) 60.2 (12.6) 63.0 (11.1) 54.9 (9.8) 62.0 (11.2) 61.8 (11.3)

Median (IQR) 62.0 (51.0, 69.0) 65.0 (56.0, 71.0) 54.0 (48.0, 62.0) 64.0 (54.0, 70.0) 63.0 (54.0, 70.0)

Age group, years 0.45

30-44 31 (12.4%) 270 (6.2%) 98 (14.1%) 237 (7.9%) 636 (7.7%)

45-54 47 (18.7%) 726 (16.8%) 252 (36.2%) 540 (18.0%) 1565 (18.9%)

55-64 66 (26.3%) 1126 (26.0%) 224 (32.2%) 786 (26.1%) 2202 (26.6%)

65-74 81 (32.3%) 1628 (37.6%) 110 (15.8%) 1103 (36.7%) 2922 (35.3%)

≥75 26 (10.4%) 579 (13.4%) 12 (1.7%) 341 (11.3%) 958 (11.6%)

Gender 0.15

Female 133 (53.0%) 1986 (45.9%) 415 (59.6%) 1512 (50.3%) 4046 (48.8%)

Male 118 (47.0%) 2343 (54.1%) 281 (40.4%) 1495 (49.7%) 4237 (51.2%)

Race/Ethnicity 0.19

White 160 (63.7%) 2853 (65.9%) 493 (70.8%) 1816 (60.4%) 5322 (64.3%)

Black 38 (15.1%) 554 (12.8%) 94 (13.5%) 387 (12.9%) 1073 (13.0%)

Hispanic 29 (11.6%) 505 (11.7%) 75 (10.8%) 409 (13.6%) 1018 (12.3%)

Asian 11 (4.4%) 243 (5.6%) 18 (2.6%) 251 (8.3%) 523 (6.3%)

Other, unknown, missing 13 (5.2%) 174 (4.0%) 16 (2.3%) 144 (4.8%) 347 (4.2%)

Annual Household Income 0.30

<$40,000 73 (29.1%) 1081 (25.0%) 118 (17.0%) 652 (21.7%) 1924 (23.2%)

$40,000 - $74,999 55 (21.9%) 1192 (27.5%) 169 (24.3%) 772 (25.7%) 2188 (26.4%)

$75,000 – $124,999 73 (29.1%) 1213 (28.0%) 231 (33.2%) 803 (26.7%) 2320 (28.0%)

$125,000 – $199,999 16 (6.4%) 429 (9.9%) 106 (15.2%) 407 (13.5%) 958 (11.6%)

≥200,000 8 (3.2%) 165 (3.8%) 45 (6.5%) 196 (6.5%) 414 (5.0%)

Unknown/missing 26 (10.4%) 249 (5.8%) 27 (3.9%) 177 (5.9%) 479 (5.8%)

Baseline Characteristics Before Matching



GRADE Replication – Analyses

• Creating the Study Cohort

– All patients in OLDW meeting GRADE eligibility criteria

– Inverse probability of treatment weighting (IPTW)

• Glargine arm was excluded due to very small sample size

• After dropping glargine, groups were still not balanced due to liraglutide

– High cost of the drug, which has limited its uptake particularly among older 

patients

– Liraglutide is more often prescribed as a 3rd line agent or in the setting of 

markedly elevated HbA1c

• Performed ATT weighting and matching in an effort to balance the 

treatment arms
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• Propensity score estimation
– XGBoost multinomial model

– Lasso multinomial regression model

– Generalized boosted logistic models (one for each treatment versus the others)

• Weighting methods
– Average Treatment Effect (ATE)

– Average Treatment Effects on the Treated (ATT)

– Stabilized weights

81

Methods for Balancing Cohorts
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ATE 
ATE-Drop 

Glargine 

Stabilized weights -Drop 

Glargine 

Weight Distributions 
(generalized boosted models)



Generalizability of the 

CABANA Trial
Assessing Outcomes With Catheter Ablation for 

Atrial Fibrillation in Routine Practice



Background: Paired RCT-observational study

• CABANA is an important trial in EP 

– Compared ablation vs. med for AF 
cardiovascular risk reduction

– Randomized 2,204 patients

• We initiated a complementary NIH-funded 
study

– Conducted in parallel and completed 
prior to CABANA data lock

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjr9e68sIbeAhWF44MKHTVmBjcQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://advancingthescience.mayo.edu/2014/09/09/four-new-partner-organizations-join-optum-labs-research-collaborative/&psig=AOvVaw3aTxoUW4V7lCEE98YtH9Oq&ust=1539621844925168
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwitjYyxsIbeAhVJ7YMKHSIzAAEQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://twitter.com/cabanatrial&psig=AOvVaw2t0xS3a_W244Rf-IZ1BG0o&ust=1539621806396784


Primary CABANA Findings: Impact of 

Crossover
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Hazard ratio: 0.73 (0.54-0.99)

P=0.046

What is the actual benefit of ablation?

Treatment received: HR 0.67 (0.50, 089), P=0.006



Paired RCT and Observational Data

What is the impact of ablation on 

cardiovascular outcomes?

1. Do trial participants represent patients 

in everyday practice?

2. Can observational data help interpret 

the trial findings?

3. What is the treatment effect in 

excluded populations?

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjr9e68sIbeAhWF44MKHTVmBjcQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://advancingthescience.mayo.edu/2014/09/09/four-new-partner-organizations-join-optum-labs-research-collaborative/&psig=AOvVaw3aTxoUW4V7lCEE98YtH9Oq&ust=1539621844925168
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwitjYyxsIbeAhVJ7YMKHSIzAAEQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://twitter.com/cabanatrial&psig=AOvVaw2t0xS3a_W244Rf-IZ1BG0o&ust=1539621806396784


Q1: Do Trial Participants Represent Patients 

in Everyday Practice?

n=183,760 
8/1/2009-4/30/2016 (CABANA enrollment period)

74% Eligible
n=6,907 ablation 
n=128,781 drug

4% failed to meet inclusion 
n=825 ablation
n=6,130 drug

22% Excluded
n=4,300 ablation 

n=36,817 drug

Yes No

Inclusion: Age>65 or at 

least one CHADS2 RF

Exclusion: Prior ablation, failed 

amiodarone, etc.



Q2: Can observational data help interpret the

trial findings?
• PS overlap weighting to 

balance patients on 90 

baseline characteristics

• Cox proportional 

hazards regression

• Primary CABANA outcome:

– composite of mortality, 

stroke, major bleeding, 

and cardiac arrest

OLDW population

n=183,760

Ablation

n=12,032

Drug treated 

n=171,728

PS weights:

demographic 

characteristics, medical 

history and concurrent 

medication use 

CABANA outcomes
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Q2: Can observational data help interpret the 

trial findings?
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Hazard ratio: 0.73 (0.54-0.99)

P=0.046

Larger Absolute Risk/Absolute Risk Reduction in Practice vs RCT

22.5% 

15.8% 

7% 

Year

HR 0.70 (95% CI, 0.63-0.77)

P<0.001
Drug

Ablation

**Treatment received

HR 0.67 p=0.006



OptumLabs Pseudo Intent-to-Treat Analysis

Simulate crossover to mirror RCT ITT results

Ablation

Drug Drug

Ablation

Treatment Received Pseudo ITT



Complimentary Evidence from RCT and 

Observational Data
Hazard Ratio 

(95% CI)

Causal

Relationship

Statistical 

power

Representative 

of practice

CABANA ITT 

(Primary)
0.86 (0.65-1.15)

Optum pseudo 

ITT
0.85 (0.79-0.92)

CABANA 

treatment 

received

0.67 (0.50-0.89)

CABANA per 

protocol
0.73 (0.54-0.99)

Optum primary 0.70 (0.63-0.77)

Favors Ablation Favors Med

1



Key Consideration in Use Of Real-World Data 

for Emulating Clinical Trials
1. Data Sources → information on medication fills and clinical data: ideal 

to integrate claims and electronic health record data

2. Population representativeness → even when emulating trials in real-

world data, this may be different

3. Real world practice vs. clinical trial design

4. Approaches to address selection → at a minimum, needs to conduct 

sensitivity analyses with multiple approaches; especially a key 

consideration for treatments that are rarely prescribed

5. Real world results and clinical trial results will not always align – what 

does that mean?



Questions?
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Break — 15 Minutes
We will be back momentarily.

Session 3 will begin at 4:15 pm (U.S. Eastern).

#TrialReplication

Duke-Margolis is hiring!

Are you interested in real-world evidence, payment for medical products, or 
antimicrobial resistance? 

We have multiple openings. Please visit https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/careers
to learn more about opportunities.

https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/careers
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Session 3: Reactions to Replication Results 

#TrialReplication

Moderator: Mark McClellan, Duke-Robert J. Margolis, MD, Center for 

Health Policy
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Panelists

• Sebastian Schneeweiss, Harvard Medical School

• William Crown, Brandeis University

• Nilay Shah, Mayo Clinic

• Joseph Ross, Yale University

• Miguel Hernán, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health

• Robert Temple, U.S. Food and Drug Administration

#TrialReplication
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Day 1 Adjournment

#TrialReplication
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Evaluating RWE from Observational Studies in 
Regulatory Decision-Making: Lessons 

Learned from Trial Replication Analyses

February 16 & 17, 2021
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Welcome & Overview | Day 2
Mark McClellan

Duke-Robert J. Margolis, MD, Center for Health Policy

#TrialReplication
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Meeting Agenda

Day One

• Session 1: Principles for Using 
Rigorous Observational Study 
Designs to Replicate the Results of 
Clinical Trials 

• Session 2: Session 2: Presentations 
from Trial Replication Projects

• Session 3: Reactions to Replication 
Results

Day Two

• Session 4: Key Themes Emerging 
from Replication Efforts

• Session 5: Observational Studies: 
Opportunities, Limitations, and 
Next Steps 

#TrialReplication
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Virtual Meeting Reminders

• Visit the Duke-Margolis website (https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/events) 

for meeting materials, including the agenda, speaker biographies, and 

discussion topics.

• Questions for our panelists? Feel free to submit questions via Zoom’s 

Q&A function.

• Join the conversation @Duke-Margolis #TrialReplication

#TrialReplication

https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/events
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Session 4: Key Themes Emerging from 
Replication Efforts

#TrialReplication

Moderator: Mark McClellan, Duke-Robert J. Margolis, MD, Center for 

Health Policy
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Lucinda Orsini
COMPASS Pathways

#TrialReplication



Lucinda S. Orsini, DPM, MPH

VP – Value and Outcomes Research, COMPASS Pathways

Former Associate Chief Science Officer – ISPOR

RWE and RCT Replication
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Making RWE Useful Requires

• Quality Production

– Careful data collection and/or curation

– Appropriate analytic methods

– Good procedural practices for transparent 

study process

– Replicability/reproducibility

• Responsible Consumption

– Informed interpretation

– Fit-for-purpose application
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How important is it that RWE ‘replicates’ RWE?
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How important is it that RWE ‘replicates’ RWE?
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Review of Reviews comparing RCT and observational studies

• Overall, our review shows variation in 
the consistency between observational 
and RCT treatment effect estimates. 

• The treatment effect estimates from 
observational studies and RCTs were 
statistically significantly different 20% 
of the time. 

• Future research should evaluate 
potential reasons for the variation, 
such as study design and differences in 
the populations studiedCOMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS AND SAFETY OF PHARMACEUTICALS 

ASSESSED IN OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES COMPARED WITH RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS, 
Poster Presented at ISPOR Virtual Europe 2020 
https://www.ispor.org/heor-resources/presentations-database/presentation/euro2020-3282/107871
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RWE Transparency Initiative
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Modeling good study ‘hygiene’ 

OPERAND
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RWE – Bad Image Continues
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Josie Briggs
Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute

#TrialReplication



Josie Briggs
JASN EIC

PCORI- Senior Advisor
Duke-Margolis RWE Symposium

Feb 17, 2021



A few  comments from the journal editor perspective

• Guilty as charged
• Applaud a transformative set of new standards for observational research 

on efficacy of interventions

• Continued worries:
• True match of initiator and non-initiator
• Outcome measures – do they capture what matters
• Ascertainment bias especially for outcome measures 

• Help needed:
• Data-sharing expectations – what is practical?
• Pre-registration ?
• Guards against publication bias



A few comments from the public sector funder perspective

• Value of pre- emulation studies
• Refine questions – for whom? How delivered? When? Where? Etc.

• Clarify equipoise

• Value of negative studies
• Important to know what doesn’t really work 

• Less is often more

• Worry- We still need the gold standard trials
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Michele Jonsson-Funk
UNC Gillings School of Public Health

#TrialReplication



Michele Jonsson Funk, PhD
Associate Professor of Epidemiology

Director, Center for Pharmacoepidemiology
Gillings School of Global Public Health

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Duke-Margolis RWE Symposium

17 February 2021



When is HRRCT≠HRRWE and HRRWE is unbiased?

• Random error (not systematic error) in one or the other

• Answering different questions
• Different estimands (tx effect in treated vs. total popn)

• HTE and different population distributions
• If background rate of the outcome differs and true effect is not null, HTE guaranteed on 

absolute or relative scale

• Treatment itself is different
• RCT: 2 doses 28d (-3 / +7) days apart
• RWE: 2 doses up to 8 weeks apart

• Outcome differs (FU duration, frequency of competing risks)

• Adherence differs
• Same Rx, same population. In RCT, Rx provided for free. In RWE, Rx requires that patient pay 

co-pay (or out of pocket) which not all can afford. Due to cost differences between tx of 
interest and alternatives, tx will appear less effective.



A few take away messages

• Recognizing when the data are not sufficient to support the analysis is key
• Deep understanding of data sources and context in which they were generated is 

essential to assess whether data are fit-for-purpose

• Concerns about loss of sample size should not justify inclusion of 
individuals who are not appropriate for the target trial of interest 
(prevalent users)

• Fancy statistical analyses cannot make up for fundamental errors in study 
design (eg use of crystal balls, time travel) 

• Key features of design that limit bias in RWE differ from those for RCTs
• Thus, expertise needed to critically review RWE differs

• Bias due to unmeasured confounding less problematic than other sources 
but cannot be ignored



• Systematic review of observational, head-to-
head cohort studies of drugs or biologics 

• Published in high-impact medical and 
epidemiology journals

• 3 years: 2017, 2018, and 2019

• 83 publications identified

• 43 in major medical journals

• 40 in epidemiology journals

• 89% (74/83) listed “residual,” “unmeasured,” 
or “uncontrolled” confounding as a limitation

Worry about unmeasured confounding is common.

DETECTe: Detailing and Evaluating Tools to Expose Confounded Treatment Effects
FDA Contract No. 75F40119C10115

Major Medical Journals 
(n=43)

Major Epidemiology Journals 
(n=40)



• 32 (43%) of the 74 articles did not report 
sensitivity analysis to assess the potential bias due 
to unmeasured / uncontrolled confounding.

• Of those that did, few used methods that formally 
produced a corrected estimate of the treatment 
effect.

Explicitly assessing the threat is not.

DETECTe: Detailing and Evaluating Tools to Expose Confounded Treatment Effects
FDA Contract No. 75F40119C10115
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Robert Ball
U.S. Food and Drug Administration

#TrialReplication
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Break — 15 Minutes
We will be back momentarily.

Session 5 will begin at 2:40 pm (U.S. Eastern).

#TrialReplication

Duke-Margolis is hiring!

Are you interested in real-world evidence, payment for medical products, or 
antimicrobial resistance? 

We have multiple openings. Please visit https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/careers
to learn more about opportunities.

https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/careers
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Session 5: Observational Studies: 
Opportunities, Limitations, and Next Steps 

#TrialReplication

Moderator: Mark McClellan, Duke-Robert J. Margolis, MD, Center for 

Health Policy
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Nancy Dreyer
IQVIA

#TrialReplication
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Frank Harrell
Vanderbilt University

#TrialReplication
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Rob Reynolds
GlaxoSmithKline

#TrialReplication
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John Concato
U.S. Food and Drug Administration

#TrialReplication
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Closing Remarks & Meeting Adjournment

#TrialReplication

Moderator: Mark McClellan, Duke-Robert J. Margolis, MD, Center for 

Health Policy
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Thank You!

Contact Us Follow Us

DukeMargolis

@DukeMargolis

@DukeMargolis

Duke Margolis

healthpolicy.duke.edu

Subscribe to our monthly newsletter at 

dukemargolis@duke.edu

DC office: 202-621-2800

Durham office: 919-419-2504

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 500 

Washington, DC 20004 

#TrialReplication

http://www.healthpolicy.duke.edu/
mailto:dukemargolis@duke.edu?subject=Add%20me%20to%20the%20Margolis%20Newsletter

